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Take
a Hike

When you hit the trails this
summer, you’ll need to be
ready for anything. Cover all
your bases with our top picks
for outdoor adventures.

Roll out sore muscles
anywhere on the trail with
Rawlogy’s Cork Massage
Balls. Made from 100%
sustainable cork, the
compact rolling balls feature
detailed and customizable
laser-engraved designs.
Rawlogy donates a portion
of their annual profit to the
National Forest Foundation.
$18.99; rawlogy.com

Peak Comfort

No matter where the trail takes
you, stay hydrated with Grayl’s
GEOPRESS™ Purifier. In eight
seconds, it produces 24 oz of safe,
clean drinking water from practically
any water source. Zero pumping
required! $89.95; grayl.com

Pack a Jacket

Hydrate
safely
with Grayl’s
water purifier.
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The Teca Light HalfZip Windbreaker
by Cotopaxi is a
trail must-have.
The barely-there
repurposed ripstop nylon pullover
protects from the
breeziest summits,
and packs up into
a small zipped
pocket during
warmer sections.
$80; cotopaxi.com

Keep your feet drier longer
with the Point6 37.5
Hiking Mixed Stripe Light
Crew, a technical hiking
sock with reinforced heel
durability and strategic
cushioning for foot hot 9.
spots. $23.95; point6.com

Hydration Station

For every hour you hike,
you should drink 16-33 oz
of water to stay hydrated,
and Yeti’s Rambler
Bottle Sling will help you
do just that. Get handsfree hydration on your
way to that gotta-see-it
viewpoint, while the flatback structure ensures
your bag will stay spillfree. $39.99; yeti.com

Tip Your Cap

Abisko Hike Lite Cap by Fjallraven
protects from dangerous UV rays
while keeping you cool on your
sweatiest hikes. Light, quick drying,
and made from 70 percent recycled
polyester, this hat is designed for
adventure. $35; fjallraven.com
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As functional as
they are stylish, the
Etna II Crop Top
and Bike Shorts by
STRONGER feature
recycled materials,
mesh lining, and
fabric that’s stretchy
and sweatproof.
This set’s
namesake comes
from a volcano
that’s constantly
active—what
better inspiration
for your next
outing? $45 & $55;
strongerlabel.com

Stretchy,
sweatproof
fabrics are
a must on
your hikes.

Ready for Anything

Quality
footwear
is an
adventureseeker’s
best friend.

Keep Rollin’
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Without a Trace

Trail Magic

The new Aerios
30 Backpack by
Arc’teryx is perfect for
ultralight overnights
and extended day
trips. Carry up to 39
lbs without breaking
a sweat with the
extremely breathable
back panel. The
padded hip belt
features pockets for
easy access to your
phone or snacks.
$190; arcteryx.com

Walking On a Cloud

You’ll be summit ready in On’s
Cloudrock Waterproof speed
hiking boot. The advanced yet
lightweight gripping system,
speed-lacing feature, and
breathable 3D mesh will give you
confidence on any adventure.
$209.99; on-running.com

Leave Them Hanging

The unpredictable weather
of early morning hikes is
no longer an issue with
BindBuddy, a portable
clip and strap to store
your outer layers. With
the ability to hold up to
2.5 lbs, this device clips
onto almost any backpack,
and is even compatible
with your yoga mat.
$19.99; bindbuddy.com
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